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Version control...
1. Tell the story of your project
2. Travel back in time
3. Experiment with changes
4. Backup your work
5. Collaborate on projects
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What is Git?

“Git is an application 
that runs on your 
computer, like a web 
browser or a word 
processor”

(Tom stuart)





Git has a bad reputation...





There are other applications you can 
use to use Git*

* Github desktop, GitKraken, integration in IDE environments (Rstudio, Eclipse,...),...



First,

TERMINOLOGY 



1. Tell the story of your project



You use Git to take snapshots of all 
the files in a folder. This folder is 
called a repository or repo.



When you want to take a snapshot 
of a file or files, you create a commit



















When you commit a file or files, 
some information is saved along 
with the changes of the file



1. Who
2. When



You can add more information 
about the changes you’ve made in a 
commit message



Extend season handling

Dependent of the use-case, the 
meteorological or astrological 
handling of season start and end 
dates is required. This commit 
provides support for both use 
cases as class property

A good commit message:



Stijn Van Hoey
11:08am September 2nd 2016

Adapt plot date label handling

Change the default handling of 
xlabel date values vertical 
printing into multiline date 
labels



Stijn Van Hoey
09:20am September 10th 2016

Extend season handling

Dependent of the use-case, the 
meteorological or astrological 
handling of season start and end 
dates is required. This commit 
provides support for both use 
cases as class property



Stijn Van Hoey
3:06pm December 15th 2016

Add horizon plot

The horizon plot enables to 
quickly compare the flow during 
time for multiple stations at 
once. By overlapping, color 
intensity represents peak values 
and low values are more clearly 
visualised



1. Separate subject from body with a blank line
2. Limit the subject line to 50 characters
3. Capitalize the subject line
4. Do not end the subject line with a period
5. Use the imperative mood in the subject line
6. Wrap the body at 72 characters
7. Use the body to explain what and why vs. how

A good commit message:

GUIDELINES:



When you want to include a 
previously nonexistent file to the 
commit, you need to add the file 
before committing



Git stores the whole history 
of your project

2016-12-15
Add horizon plot

2016-09-10
Extend season handling

2016-09-02
Adapt plot date label handling



repository - your project folder
add - add a new file history
commit - save a snapshot



2. Travel back in time



Once you’ve saved some snapshots, 
Git lets you move through them



Git stores the whole history 
of your project

2016-12-15
Add horizon plot

2016-09-10
Extend season handling

2016-09-02
Adapt plot date label handling



Each of these commits has 
an id called a hash

f5c5449cff75dfa9d56e08879c89f84a3627bd01

0341832b9118c02e2d187af532c458037823215e

4e9f56d98db1c96a4073db573204f2607f51846f



You can tell Git what commit you want 
to check out using the commit hash

f5c5449cff75dfa9d56e08879c89f84a3627bd01

0341832b9118c02e2d187af532c458037823215e

4e9f56d98db1c96a4073db573204f2607f51846f



Getting the files from a commit in 
the past is known as doing a 
check out



2016-09-02: Adapt plot date label handling
4e9f56d98db1c96a4073db573204f2607f51846f

You can tell Git what commit you want 
to check out using the commit hash



Your other commits still exist, but when you look 
into your repo, it’s as if they never happened

2016-09-02: Adapt plot date label handling
4e9f56d98db1c96a4073db573204f2607f51846f



2016-09-02: Adapt plot date label handling
4e9f56d98db1c96a4073db573204f2607f51846f

I LOST 

MY FILES!

Your other commits still exist, but when you look 
into your repo, it’s as if they never happened



No worries, everything still exists! 



hash - a computer generated id
checkout - time travel to a specific commit



3. Experiment with changes



So far, everything has been very 
linear and ordered…



So far, everything has been very 
linear and ordered…

… science is not linear!



Within research projects, you want 
to make easily discardable 
experiments



The way you do this in Git is 
with branches



A branch is a moveable label 
attached to a commit



The default branch name in 
Git is master



You can add your own 
branches too, with a chosen name



You will mostly do multiple 
commits on a branch while working



You can have multiple 
branches at the same time...



But it is good practice to treat your master 
branch special



Branches are cheap and ideal for trying out 
stuff



You can switch between branches using 
check out using the branch label



Branches contain work in progress



Once you’re happy with some work, 
you need a way to get it back into 
master



To get changes from one branch 
into another, you merge them



To get changes from one branch 
into another, you merge them

This commit is a combination 

of all of the commits from 

both branches



To get changes from one branch 
into another, you merge them

These master commits can be 

derived from merges with 

other branches or 

quick/crucial fixes!



branch - a label that points to a commit
merge - the combination of two or more branches



4. Backup your work



Everyone knows that you should 
back up your work regularly



Ideally to somewhere that is 
geographically distinct from your 
computer



What is your 
current 
backup strategy?



- Safer
- Access from different places
- Shared access



In Git this place is called a remote



A very popular remote is GitHub





Whenever you developed 
code on your computer, 
you can send the changes 
to the remote





This is known as a 
push



Consider the situation 
where you want to run 
your code on a remote 
server





To get some work 
from a remote for 
the first time you 
clone it



Now, both your 
computer and 
calculation cluster 
have the same 
repo



Stijn Van Hoey
09:20am September 10th 2016

Extend season handling

Dependent of the use-case, the 
meteorological or astrological 
handling of season start and end 
dates is required. This commit 
provides support for both use 
cases as class property





The code on the 
cluster does not 
contain the new 
feature



To get these 
changes, you need 
to download them 
on the cluster 



This is known as a 
pull



remote - a server with a repo on it
clone - get the repo from the remote for the first time
pull - receive new commits from the remote
push - send your new commits to the remote



So far...



your project folder
add a new file to the snapshot
save a snapshot
a computer generated id
time travel to a specific commit
a moveable label that points to a commit
the combination of two or more branches
server with a repo on it
get the repo from the remote for the first time
receive new commits from the remote
send your new commits to the remote

repository
add

commit
hash

checkout
branch
merge

remote
clone

pull
push



Git is great with 
text files 
(.R, .py, .md,.tex,...) 



We’re not only working 
with text files...



Git is not suitable for...

- Large files (100s of MBs - GBs)

- Binary files 
(Pictures, Videos, Music, Office Documents, output binaries)

...for the moment, remember .gitignore



Version control...
1. Tell the story of your project
2. Travel back in time
3. Experiment with changes
4. Backup your work
5. Collaborate on projects





What is your 
current 
backup strategy?



Git will not be your backup strategy, but will 
be part of your backup strategy
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